Popular histories of the reality talent show often position programmes like Opportunity Knocks as key generic precursors to the popular formats of today. But the visibility of such shows in such popular histories -and in popular memory -disguises the fact that the genre has been almost totally neglected in both television historiography and celebrity studies. In drawing upon archival documentation, this article looks at early examples of the broadcast talent show in Britain, with a particular focus on radio's Opportunity Knocks, and examines the institutional and cultural discourses which surrounded them.
ITV1 screened the five-part documentary series The Talent Show Story (2012) which (predictably) positioned Opportunity Knocks (1949, 1956, and New Faces as the key generic precursors to the reality talent shows of today. But the visibility of these shows in such popular histories -and in popular memory -disguises the fact that the genre has been almost totally neglected in both television historiography and celebrity studies. than subscribing to institutional and programme histories which polarise the 'elitist' and 'paternalistic' BBC and the energetic populism of ITV, the following study is part of the bid to write the BBC back into popular programme histories. As I have previously discussed (by moving across genres such as the soap opera, the 'problem' show and the quiz/ game show in the 1950s), the BBC often offered a negotiation with the popular, rather than an outright rejection of such fare. 6 My own experience as a long-term viewer of the reality talent show means that the contemporary context is inevitably a framing presence. But I do not intend to present this as a problem: whilst, at the level of historical research, it is important to be mindful of an 'an undue proximity' 7 between past and present, this article operates from the perspective that such a historical dialogue can be enriching, both in terms of our understanding of media culture from the past, and in throwing the specificities of the present into sharper relief. In the context of this article, this dialogue needs to traverse the relations between radio and
television given that what began as an enquiry into television history became, in large part, a reconstruction of BBC radio's Opportunity Knocks, both due to historical development (it was around the BBC radio version of Opportunity Knocks that institutional policies and perceptions of such programming appeared to be most visibly debated and formed), and in terms of archival sources (the archival documents surrounding the show are the most extensive). Yet I also want to present this focus as productive. There has for some time been a call for more cross-media research into generic origins, 8 and it quickly became clear that to start the history of the broadcast talent show with the advent of ITV (and television) was to neglect its crucial formative years in the British context. The early broadcast history of Opportunity Knocks also demonstrates that an article doesn't need to focus on 'television' as such in order to offer insights into the history of a television genre and its contemporary incarnations.
Discovering the 'Discoverers'
The talent show has a complex, cross-media history, given that amateur talent competitions were part of music hall and other leisure contexts such as pubs, holiday camps, 'end of pier'
contests, and working-class cinemas in the 1930s 9 before the advent of broadcasting. Equally, the more professionalised genre of variety -both in theatre and on radio -also provides an important generic context. But despite what is now seen as the highly visual appeal of the genre, it was on radio that the broadcast talent show originated. It is not my intention to suggest that the talent show immediately emerged as a fully formed and distinct genre, as types of amateur performance took place in other programme contexts in this early period. 10 But my focus is on programmes where amateur performance was the primary function, and which were called 'discovery' programmes, 'amateur talent shows', or just 'amateur' shows.
One of the most prominent examples in this regard appeared in the 1930s on Radio Luxembourg, which emerged as an offshore competitor for the BBC in 1933. 11 Entitled
Carroll Levis' Discoveries (1935 -39, 1953 , the Canadian-born Levis brought a series of weekly hopefuls to the microphone in the 'Quaker quarter hour' -the show was sponsored by
Quaker Oats -and he invited the audience to judge the 'new and unknown artistes I have discovered on my travels all over the British isles' and they would compete for a 'handsome cash prize'. 12 Although the programme had a live studio audience, it was the home listener who would determine the winner, and as with the later Opportunity Knocks, this was done by post. If, as existing evidence suggests, the British talent show largely began on commercial and perceivably 'Americanised' 13 radio, this may be significant in reflecting upon institutional and cultural perceptions of such programming within the BBC.
There has long since been the perception that programmes involving prizes were institutionally difficult for the BBC -as played out, for example, around the quiz and game
show. Not only was it important to be seen to put public money to 'appropriate' use (a memo later emphasised how programmes containing prizes 'inevitably introduce an element of bribery rather than adequate reward as a means of stimulating interest'), 14 but such shows could also be construed as a form of advertising, and were thus prohibited by the BBC's official charter. The talent show may appear to flirt less with such commercial discourses, but Hughie Green's fundamental idea for the programme is that every listener is a potential talent scout. The listeners will be invited to write to Hughie Green to suggest artistes who they themselves have discovered for inclusion in the programme. Once in the programme the 'talent scout' will be interviewed first to say, how, when and where he found the artiste, with a small amount of biographical discussion. There will be an orchestral effect of 'Opportunity knocking' and then straight into the artistes' act. 24 .
Given that radio was initial home for the talent show this meant that sound-based actslargely singers, musicians and comedians -predominated. The excerpt is also indicative of how particular strategies (in terms of aesthetics and dialogue) were used to create a narrative around the amateur's performance, emphasising their location in the 'ordinary' world, their talent, and their entry into a 'special' performance space.
The idea of 'opportunity knocking' is also suggestive of how the programme constructed the very idea of stardom -what it 'is' and how it comes into being. To begin with, it is crucial to stress that the programme's articulation of stardom, at least in terms of its institutional context, was more complex than the scripts alone suggest. In this regard it is useful to point to the BBC's somewhat uneasy relations with the commercial apparatus of stardom (which is not of course to suggest that early radio and then television did not foster well-known personalities or 'stars'). 25 For example, in 1949, the same year that Opportunity Knocks began, Sir William Haley, the BBC's first post-war Director General, contrasted the development of television in Britain and America as he felt it likely that American television would be built around 'personalities', while British television would favour 'ideas': 'there is little interest in America whether television does plays or ballet or opera. There is every interest in who is becoming popular…'. 26 This perspective can also be related to the BBC's historical ambivalence, even in the post-war period, about the extent to which, as a public corporation, they should engage in the practice of publicity generation. The BBC did have a Publicity Department, but even this could express a distaste for 'the ballyhoo…. the press party, the interviews, the glamour photographs, the screen-trailing, the Sunday paper story', especially when 'nothing succeeds like a good programme'.
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Opportunity Knocks of course offered the possibility of creating 'stars', which arguably threw these tensions into even sharper relief. Significantly, the early planning memos insist that:
…nowhere in the programme will the term… 'discovery' be used. Nor will the artistes be given fantastic promises with regard to their future careers on the stage or radio. The whole essence of the programme is that we are giving new artistes an opportunity to show their talent. The rest is entirely up to them.
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The vocabulary in the production memos plays out a contrast between 'amateur' and 'professional' (rather than the more contemporary naturalisation of 'ordinary' person versus 'star'). At the same time, the favoured internal term for the contestants was 'artiste', a term which leans more toward the professional, but which also eschews overtly commercial
connotations.
Yet certain contestants clearly did emerge from the early Opportunity Knocks as wellknown names at the time (the BBC stated that of the 160 acts showcased, 22 received professional offers), such as the accordionist Gwenda Wilkinson from London, or the comedian Jonny Wilkins from Devon, although the majority of successful contestants were singers. These included Clive Wayne, a 'crooner' from Newcastle, who obtained a record contract with HMV, singer Archie Higgs, a plasterer from Tooting, who sang to an audience of 6000 at Empress Hall, Earl's Court, or 'war-crippled Tony Sparrow, the wheel-chair bound singer, who made the studio audience weep at his courage'. 29 Such contestants did receive coverage in the popular press which largely appeared to be favourable, with the amateur talent show initially seen as a useful mechanism for finding 'fresh talent for the light entertainment business' 30 . In a manner that is certainly recognisable today, emphasis was also placed on the contrast between the contestant's 'ordinary' life or occupation (the clearly working-class contestants made the 'best' narratives here), and the fantastical aspirations and opportunities of showbusiness. 31 In making sense of these discourses on stardom at this particular time, it is useful to turn to Joshua Gamson's work on what he calls explanations of fame in the twentieth century.
Following a large-scale study of popular magazines, Gamson argues that there are essentially two discursive stories about fame: in the first -dominant in the first part of the centurystardom is about an 'innate' talent and specialness and the deserving rise 'naturally to the top' 32 . In the second story, especially prevalent in the period following the Second World War, stardom is the product of image-making and manufacture, and the production of celebrity itself becomes more visible in texts. Given that an emphasis on stardom/ celebrity as the product of manufacture threatens the very enterprise of fame, Gamson explains how, at various points, 'new narrative elements' negotiate between the two stories. For example, in the face of the increasing visibility of public-image management from the 1930s onwards (and with the further growth of mass media outlets), a dual emphasis was placed on the 'power' of the audience, as well as the innate 'ordinariness' of stars: 'As celebrities were being demoted to ordinariness in narratives … the audience was being promoted to the position of religious prostration. The public became the final discoverer, the publicity machine shifting the spotlight according to the public's whims', 33 and both of these discourses work to temper the anti-democratic implications of stardom, particularly in the context of the Depression. This narrative also suggests that 'for the grace of the lucky break, the star would be just like us'. 34 Indeed, this discourse insists that 'Greatness is built in; it is who you are. If one works at it, or gets a lucky break, one may be discovered. If it is discovered, one becomes celebrated for it, which is evidence that one had it to begin with'. 35 This narrative clearly compliments the success myth which pervaded the studiocreated biographies of 1930's Hollywood stars, in which 'ordinariness is the hallmark of the star; the system is seen as rewarding talent and 'specialness'; in which 'lucky breaks' may happen to anyone, and in which hard work and professionalism are valorised. 36 But as this suggests, Gamson's analysis prioritises the American context, and this article has already emphasised how nationally specific factors need to be acknowledged in terms of the cultural and institutional contexts for stardom. 37 Nevertheless, there do seem to be important historical connections here. For example, it is notable that the American broadcast talent show was at the height of its popularity in the period (the 1930s) to which Gamson refersplaying out the specific discursive formations of fame that he outlines. Furthermore, in terms of particular institutional and national connections, Green had appeared in the American radio review Meet the People, which was built around amateur performers, and he specifically cites this as an influence on Opportunity Knocks. 38 Green was also mistakenly but frequently positioned as 'American' himself (he was born in London but later became a
Canadian citizen), which may have functioned to naturalise this link to what was essentially an 'American' broadcast format. Either way, it is not stretching evidence too far to suggest that there may be historical connections between Britain and America here. As discussed above, the idea of the BBC adapting -formally or informally -American formats was by no means unusual. Valeria Camporesi explains how although the BBC maintained in its publications that its programmes were 'truly British', often holding up American radio (and later television) as the 'imperfect model', 'since the 1930s, American models were attentively studied, partially adopted and in greater part translated to suit British ears'.
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It is arguably this process of adoption, or rather adaptation, that Opportunity Knocks plays out.
It certainly contained highly romanticised and idealistic discourses on fame, and often embraced the ideological structure of the success myth. Notably, the pilot script for the first show envisages the contestant to be a factory worker -'those long hours, toiling away, when all he wants to do is sing' -who had been 'spotted' by a fellow worker, 40 thus clearly playing out the idea that 'opportunity' was linked to social mobility. (It was certainly not the case that this was evident in all episodes, and it is more interesting that this is how the ideal contestant is envisaged at the pilot stage). Equally, Green had a predilection for emphasising the struggle to the top in melodramatic terms:
You know sometimes it's a hard lonely wait for a newcomer looking for a chance. But even the biggest brightest stars have had to struggle through many dark moments before they reached the top…. 41 This offers a stark contrast to the BBC's matter-of-fact emphasis on playing down 'fantastic promises'. Yet the programme was still seeking to locate a popular form of address, to which the promise and possibilities of stardom were key, so this led to competing tensions in this regard.
As the quote from Green, as well as the title of the show, suggests, one aspect of the success myth was valorised above all else: the 'lucky break'. This in turn also worked to endorse the importance of the programme as a conduit for this event. As Green would exclaim:
A great entertainer once said, 'you don't need influence to become a great artists all you need is your first opportunity!'. ... So the next time you meet someone you believe would become a great artiste or entertainer, remember you can make opportunity knock for them on this show...
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As this suggests, Opportunity Knocks presents itself as a means of bringing the deserving self to the notice of the public, rather than a means of creating the star. The emphasis on the audience as the only arbiter of judgement, as well as the concept of the public as talent spotter, arguably further worked to mitigate against discourses of manufacture in this regard. Indeed, the emphasis placed on the 'discoverer' in the programme -the family member, friend or neighbour who has suggested that the individual appear -is otherwise rather curious, especially when the real decisions about who would get the chance to appear were surely made by Green and the Producer at the auditions stage.
'The Opportunity Man' and the 'Green Dream'

Green was to become a household name in Britain with the launch of ITV's Double Your
Money in 1955, but he was rather less known in the late 1940s. Of course it is difficult to compare radio and television when it comes to performance styles, but the style evident in Double Your Money, which involves excessive 'mugging' and the use of the contestant as the straight man/ woman upon whose stories Green can 'improvise some witty remark', 43 does not seem to be apparent in Opportunity Knocks. Indeed, Green's main function is to introduce the talent spotter and to help them introduce the performer, whilst also mediating between talent spotter, performer and audience. There is no evidence, for example, of the later bid to 'aggressively assert… control' of the performance space. 44 Yet discourses of power and control here emerged in extratextual material surrounding the show. For example, the programme's bid to play down issues of manufacture and star creation contrasts sharply with Green's own description of the show in his 1965 biography:
[A]s a seasoned pro I hated to think there was any other way of getting to the top.
Stars are not born -the raw material may be -but the people we see as stars are made, shaped and designed at the hands of a master showman. 45 The pilot script that Green sent to the BBC was actually titled The Opportunity Man. 46 This might just be read as Green, a famously egotistical and demanding performer, seeking to place more emphasis on his own role, in terms of both authoring and presenting the programme. After a couple of episodes, the Producer indeed complained in an internal memo that 'I don't think it is going in the right direction with so much of the limelight being focused on Hughie Green'. 47 At both textual and institutional levels, managing Green and his role within Opportunity Knocks was a constant source of debate in the correspondence surrounding the show (and this continued when it later shifted to ITV). 48 the heart of Britain's culture wars, a long argument between commercial populism and Reithian cultural enlightenment around which clustered a series of anxieties about social class, American cultural imperialism and the uneasy negotiation between social democracy and consumer capitalism. 50 Moran cites this war as largely beginning in the late 1940s when Green famously sought to sue the BBC, claiming that bribery and corruption had ensured that Opportunity Knocks was not recommissioned in 1950. Yet Green lost the highly-publicised case and was left bankrupt.
According to an internal memo on Opportunity Knock , 'every listener research report indicated that the public did not like Hughie Green... He was too American and too selfassertive', 51 although it is not clear that this was cited by the BBC as the reason for the show's cancellation. But Green's quote above suggests more than his bid to position himself at the centre of the format: it suggests a desire to occupy the role of the impresario.
The concept of the impresario, someone who 'organises talent into a marketable product', 52 is highly recognisable in the context of the reality talent show today, and the impresario enlists the help of 'cultural intermediaries' 53 who help to shape the image of the would-be star. Contrary to existing opinion, 54 Green dream. But the experiment was a success (as they say in the science-fiction yarns). I had proved that a talented nobody could be moulded to stardom. 56 The barely disguised misogyny in this quotation pivots on a gendered (and historically naturalised) dichotomy between male impresario and female starlet, here also imagined in Frankenstein terms. It also plays out the assumption that it is the woman who offers the most perfect tabula rasa upon which the process of star construction can flourish. 57 But this is significant in suggesting the process of grooming which could take place, as well as Green's desire to occupy the position of an impresario, in ways which clearly exceeded his on-screen presenting role. What is of course clearly different from today is the temporal insertion of this process into the talent show narrative: it takes place before the contestant goes on air.
In Gamson's paradigm, the concept of apparently 'exposing' the process of star production emerges as a late twentieth century strategy designed to mitigate the dominance of manufacture as an explanation for fame: in apparently revealing the process, the audience is offered a flattering position of power. 58 But this difference in turn reflects on the perceived function of the early Opportunity Knocks, as well as its audience address and assumed pleasures. Popular discourses on the history of the talent show emphasise how the idea of 'revealing' the audition process (and making it central to the spectacle of the show) is a key marker of the contemporary formats' generic difference and success. But this shift has also been an occasion for criticisms surrounding the ethics of the reality talent show: that people with no hope of a performing career are paraded as subjects of ridicule for an audience only to eager to 'hoover up the humiliation of [the] 'vulnerable'. 59 Furthermore, these discourses relate to the debate that reality TV deals less in observation than in the construction and exploitation of a 'telescape of its own devising', 60 with a 'thinning out of exterior coordinates ([references to] the world beyond the screen…)'. 61 Such contestants evidently have no chance of progressing in the music industry, but are presented as a performative spectacle in their own right.
The early period of Opportunity Knocks is of course played out on radio, and it is notable that the contemporary charges of exploitation and humiliation blame the visual apparatus of television. But it is fascinating to observe the differences here in terms of how the show is positioned at the nexus between the entertainment industry, the BBC and the audience. In the early BBC discussion of the show, the primary emphasis is on creating an ideal opportunity for the performers, and as offering a service which would help the British entertainment industry, and what was seen to be an ailing variety industry: the programme's status as a broadcast text appears almost secondary. It was of course assumed that a string of nearprofessional performances would amount to highly pleasing entertainment for the audience, and the idea of maintaining an acceptable standard is suggested by the comment 'At least one amateur who is known to be good, [is] to be held in reserve each week in case the week's batch of twenty [auditionees] turn out to be below the standard we require' 62 . The BBC's initial intention was to present semi-professional performers, but it was Green, again with perhaps more of an eye on the mass audience, who suggested a focus on amateurs. The BBC sought to balance this risk by presenting the contestants in a:
thoroughly professional setting... to give the aspiring singer the benefit of a 35 piece orchestra...; to coach and vet the comedian's material; in fact to guide and improve our amateurs in every way possible so they might have the best possible chance of achieving a professional career through the broadcast. 63 The BBC conducted listener research on the programme as soon as it began, and their questions indicate how they were seeking to balance these functions -helping new performers but also entertaining the audience -in a highly self-conscious manner:
Did you get the impression that Opportunity Knocks sets out to present these new artists in the best surroundings they could wish for?
Was your overall impression of the programme that it was:
Good entertainment and a good chance for new talent?
Good entertainment?
A chance for newcomers, but not good entertainment value? 64 In fact, the questions indicate that the BBC might conceive of these functions as somehow separate and even competing. Implicitly, they are also seeking to discover whether the programme fulfilled the principles of public service, and it was later insisted that it managed to do so on three counts:
First, from our consistently high listening figures we know our show was popular with the public. Secondly, we believed we had performed a public service in bringing forward, coaching and launching over 20 successful young artistes on professional careers. Thirdly, through our policy of open auditions held throughout the country, we materially helped public relations for the BBC by giving every aspirant a fair chance in public. 65 The BBC envisage the status of a polished performance in benevolent terms (guiding and improving the chances of the amateur), whilst Green's discussion of the contestants (the make-over of Rita Peggs) is couched far more in terms of performer management, as well as star construction and publicity. Interestingly, however, the BBC only offered the proclamation above when forced to justify their relations with the programme during the lawsuit with Hughie Green, as it is clear that they were often otherwise unsure of its public service value.
In histories of television genres, there is a tendency to treat radio as primarily a precursor, despite the fact that the two media often continued to broadcast the same genre simultaneously. With regard to the talent show, however, it does appear that once the performances of amateurs could be witnessed in vision, there was no real return to radio. As indicated in the introduction, this article does not seek to offer a plotted history of the talent show, and there is not the space -nor the archival evidence -to enable this here. But although it is not possible to offer a full account of the institutional, textual and cultural transitions which marked the shift from radio to television talent show, certain themes can be noted in relation to Opportunity Knocks.
Televising Talent
The In their entry on 'Talent Shows' in the Encyclopaedia of Popular Music, Halper and Laing argue that some critics saw the shift to television as a drawback in the mediation of amateur talent: it privileged the 'synthetics' of appearance, whereas radio relied on 'skill'. 69 This speaks to a much broader debate about television's relations with popular music, and popular music stardom, in particular, 70 but in terms of the existing evidence of press reception, it is difficult to confirm that this was a clear concern at the time. What is apparent is that the possibility of visual performance enables an emphasis on the notorious novelty act (already Knocks also occupied a somewhat contested institutional place on ITV.
Conclusion
In terms of the talent show, the narrative of historical precursors has been both present (at a very general level, and in popular discourse) and very much absent (academic enquiry). I acknowledge that my attempt to excavate the early history of the genre here has been modest.
But especially when compared to the American context, and despite clear shifts toward the popular in British television history, there remains a reluctance to examine historical case studies of light entertainment programming in the British context -something which seems all the more problematic when we consider that the Idol format, the X Factor and Britain's Got Talent all originated from the UK context before becoming global brands.
The new generation of talent shows have played a central role in stemming the decline of free-to-air Saturday night entertainment television in the UK, and as Guy Redden observes, a 'genre that previously peaked in the 1970s and 1980s ...has itself been made over'. 77 One of few scholars to refer to the talent shows from the 'past', Guy Redden sees the specificity of the new incarnations as lying in their discursive construction of selfhood, discourses which emerge from a neo-liberal economy. But Redden concludes by qualifying that:
That is not to say that the new talent shows are solely an epiphenomenon of such neoliberal social relations. There is no doubt that they combine dimensions of a range of pre-existing genres of television, including previous talent shows, and that in doing so they appeal to longstanding audience interests in spectacle, character and narrative [my emphasis]. 78 Redden's analysis of the contemporary talent show is compelling. But this quotation neatly illustrates how it has potentially problematic implications for conceptions of the history of the genre: whilst the contemporary talent show emerges as a product of historically specific social, cultural and economic circumstances, its predecessors are implicitly positioned as providing a timeless, ahistorical backdrop against which the 'difference' of the modern incarnations can be measured.
It may seem contradictory that I have sought to emphasise the historical importance of the early talent show whilst focusing on its potentially problematic relationship with the BBC and a framework of public service. But the intention was not to 'rehabilitate' the cultural value of the talent show, but rather to write such texts back into British broadcasting history.
Indeed, it is not difficult to see how some of these historical footprints continue to have a currency today: compared to other channels, the BBC has had less overt success with the 
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